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2019 was a year of critical trainings, strategy, and capacity assistance to our national coalition of walking advocates and people working to make communities all across the US more safe, equitable, and enjoyable.

We redefined the National Walking Summit to focus on localized geographic-based convenings that feature the unique characteristic of each place, highlighting home-grown solutions and adaptations that are at work in communities. We hosted Places for People in Columbus, OH and Connecting Communities, Overcoming Barriers in St. Louis, MO - connecting with hundreds of advocates on local solutions for national change.

We explored mobility independence and active transportation with special consideration to intellectual disabilities through a Special Olympics grant.

America Walks has received about 3,500 community grant requests, graduated 117 plus Walking College Fellows and reached tens of thousands of change agents through webinars, workshops, the Walking College, National Walking Summits, educational email campaigns and social media outreach.
America Walks gratefully acknowledges the generous support of the individuals, organizations, foundations, and corporations during 2019. Your investment in our work makes a difference in communities throughout the US. We could not do this work without you. Thank you for walking and moving and making great grassroots change with us in 2019.